The display of three-dimensional angiograms can benefit from the knowledge of quantitative shape features such as tangent and curvature of the centerline of vessels. These can be obtained from a curve-like skeleton representation. If connectivity and topology are preserved, and if geometrical constraints such as smoothness and centeredness are satisfied, it is possible to estimate length, orientation, curvature, and torsion. It is also required that no part of the original object be left unrepresented. An efficient method for the identification of such shape components is developed. First, a suitable representation is obtained using a voxel coding approach to yield connected and labeled unit-thick paths. The desired features are estimated from a smoothed version of the skeleton produced by a moving average filter. The computational cost is linear, of the order of N object , the total number of object voxels contained in the binary volumetric data. The method is also shown to be robust to boundary noise. Examples are discussed.
Introduction
Techniques including digital subtracted angiography (dsa), computed topography angiography (cta), phase contrast magnetic resonance angiography (mripc), and time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography (mritof), provide practitioners with angiographic images of unprecedented resolution and signal to noise ratio. The transition from raw 3-d imaging data to a representation that provides a rich set of affordances for visualization is not trivial however. Examples of need for efficient visualization include the screening and diagnostic of cerebral vascular diseases [22] , as well as planning incisions to a lesion in the least invasive manner possible [20] . It is an inevitable problem to have to display large size three-dimensional data sets on 2-d pixel screens. To date, two major graphical approaches have been developed: maximum intensity projection (mip), and surface rendering.
Maximum Intensity Projection
Parallel rays are issued from each pixel of the projection screen, and the projected pixel value is the maximum density value encountered along the projection ray. Key advantages of this method include simplicity and speed due to the absence of pre-processing and post-processing. Nevertheless, the representation may not provide for an intuitive interpretation of the underlying structures contained in the data. Information related to depth is lost owing to the fact that it is not truly a 3-d visualization technique.
Surface Rendering
Surface rendering of angiograms affords true 3-d visualization. Objects are first segmented from the background to obtain binary volumetric data with label "0" being assigned to all background voxels and "1" to object voxels, then rendered as isosurfaces using such surface-fitting algorithms as dividing cubes or marching cubes [14, 24] . Small vessels or narrow structures cause the technique to break down. They may be skipped or else generate huge amounts of triangles, which is improper for fast-paced interactive visualization. A tentative explanation for the lack of acceptance of surface-rendering in 3-d is simply because it is too slow and details are lost in the absence of high performance computer graphics hardware.
Other Alternatives
Other alternatives include the use of stereopsis [7] , as well as ideas borrowed from the field of augmented reality, whereby the primary data is overlaid with specific markers designed to alleviate the perceptual ambiguities contained in graphically displayed objects [9] .
Motivation
We address the 3-d visualization problem by breaking it down into several tasks, each of them concerned with the visualization of different feature components of the shape to be displayed. The display itself, to be described in a forthcoming publication, is mediated by different modalities in the graphical and haptic domains, selected for their properties in terms of indicators of shape components. Initial results indicate, for example, that the local orientation of a vessel with respect to the viewing direction is efficiently conveyed in the haptic domain, while torsion or size are more effectively conveyed graphically. Three such components are contained in the vascular tube centerline geometry: tangent, curvature, torsion, as well as the locations of topological branching. Their extraction from raw data is the primary focus of this paper. While the described method has been developed with the visualization problem in mind, its properties should make it useful for other applications, chiefly among them is the automatic extraction of quantitative data from angiographic images. For the purpose of this paper, the results will be illustrated with simple visualization techniques such as pseudo-color mapping and stereo pairs.
Skeletons
A useful representation of a natural object can be its skeleton. The skeleton of a 3-d object may be defined as the locus of the centers of all maximal spheres inscribed in the object, thus touching its boundary at more than one point.
In the case of a vascular tree, the space curves traced by the skeleton represent the paths followed by the vessels, while a radius at each point represents its size. The properties of a skeleton needed to yield proper representation of a vascular system are:
• Connectivity: The vascular system is a connected object, hence its skeleton should be connected too. For any two points on the skeleton, there exists a path to connect them that is completely contained in the object.
• Completeness: The extracted skeletons must be complete in the sense that no part of the original raw data should be left unrepresented.
• Centeredness: The skeleton should be located at the center of the space occupied by a vessel.
• Smoothness: The vascular system is smooth. Smooth curves, or piecewise smooth curves are required to represent it.
• Explicit topology labelling: Branching sections of the vascular system shall be explicitly labelled at the corresponding location of its skeleton.
• Insensitivity to noise: The resulted skeleton should not be sensitive to boundary noise, since such noise is inevitable.
• Size labeling: The size of the cross-section of a vessel in a plane normal to its centerline should be known. The size should be rotation invariant.
Desirable attributes of the extraction procedure include the possibility to automate it as much as possible, as well as a low the computational complexity that should grow no faster than the size of the 3-d array. This is important given the large size of an angiographic data set.
The main contribution of this work is to provide an efficient and automatic procedure yielding skeletons having these properties. For a segmented angiographic 3-d array volumetric data, this method computes a skeleton representation of the underlying vessel systems that satisfies the above mentioned constraints.
Boundary based approaches
An important approach is based on the Voronoi diagram (vd) [19] . In 2-d it is a collection of Voronoi polygons, each polygon being a non-overlapping sub-region of a 2-d planar shape bounded by straight line segments. The Voronoi diagram generated by a set of boundary points is such that the points at the intersection of two (or more) polygons are equally distant to two (or more) nearest boundary points. This property was used to generate skeletons from a set of boundary point [6, 18] . The Voronoi diagram of a discrete set of boundary points is called the discrete Voronoi medial axis (dvma) and can be regarded as the intersection of the vd with the generating shape. Once the dvma has been constructed, a skeleton can be extracted from it by pruning away undesirable Voronoi polygon edges [18] . In 3-d the Voronoi polygons extend to Voronoi polyhedra, and edges of Voronoi polygons extend to faces of polyhedra. While this approach is suitable to mesh many types of objects into finite elements, it does not apply well to the skeletonization of vessel data. Far too many polygons are needed to approximate narrow vessels.
Thinning algorithms
Most thinning algorithms rely on the topological properties of an object rather than on the metric properties of its shape. Thinning algorithms repetitively test and subsequently delete simple points. A simple point is a point whose removal does not change the topology of the underlying shape [2] . In practice, there may be many ways to characterize a simple point. Lee et al. listed 6 different such characterizations. Authors use various working definitions of simple points, resulting in different thinning algorithms and different skeletons [12] . There exist parallel thinning algorithms [1] . In a recent work by Nystrom a two phase thinning algorithm is used to skeletonize angiographic images [17] , but the result is rotation dependent and sensitive to noise.
Grassfire simulation
In this approach, an initial firefront is ignited at the object boundary. It then propagates along the inward normal at constant speed. The merging points of different parts of the firefront are retained to become symmetric axis points, which are equidistant to at least 2 boundary points. A skeletonization technique by grassfire simulation was proposed by Leymarie and Levine [13] . An active contour (snake) represents the firefront. The movement of the snake is controlled by a pre-computed Euclidean distance-transform of the shape (or potential surface, which is the negative of the distance map for an object, and zero for the background). Objects with numerous branches such as cerebral vessels cause problems with this approach, as the initial firefront is difficult to locate and the inward normal is hard to compute.
Distance transform ridge detection
A distance transform is an operation that converts a binary object/background image into a distance map. For each point in the image, the map indicates its distance to the nearest boundary point. The gradient of the distance map is a vector field and may present loci of discontinuity, or ridges, which can be used to define a skeleton.
In practice, the gradient of the distance map may not be well defined and hence, it is not trivial to detect its discontinuities. Malandain and Fernandez-Vidal approximate this gradient at an interior point by a vector originating from this point and ending at the nearest boundary [15] . Recently, Bouix and Siddiqi proposed a divergence-ordered thinning algorithm that identifies points on ridges on the basis of a stronger negative divergence of the gradient vector field of the distance map at these points than at regular points [5] . They use local divergence as a measure of priority in a thinning process by removing points until all surviving points are not simple or until the associated divergence is below a chosen value. They could obtain a centeredness and topology preserving medial surface of a vessel contained in an angiogram. This promising approach is not immediately suitable for our purpose since it does not directly produce a unit voxel-thick and complete skeleton representation of the vessels.
Voxel coding
Zhou and Toga proposed a voxel coding approach to efficiently skeletonize volumetric objects [26] . Each object point has two codes. One is the boundary seeded code (bs) which coincides with the traditional distance transform to indicate the minimum distance to a boundary point. The second code is the so-called single seeded code (ss) which indicates the length of the shortest path to a common reference object point, subject to the constraint that this path be completely contained within the object. Hence the shortest path may be piecewise linear but not necessarily a straight line segment. The key idea of voxel coding is to use the ss codes to generate a connected raw skeleton and the bs codes to guarantee the centeredness of the final skeleton. An important feature for our purpose is that the obtained skeleton is guaranteed to be exactly one unit in thickness and this makes it suitable for further processing. This approach of skeletonization is adapted to our purpose.
Centerline extraction in scale space
The aforementioned five skeletonization approaches apply to segmented binary images. For tubular structures such as vessels, Krissian et al. apply multiscale analysis to raw intensity image to detect vessel structures of various sizes [11] . They propose a 'medialness' measure m(X A , σ A ) at a given point and scale to quantify how much a point X A approaches the medial axis of an object. Based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix of the image, an adaptive medialness measure is proposed to be the mean of first order derivative information at the circle C(
Zoom-invariance and response optimization determine the parameter to be √ 3, while t is the discrete scale associated to σ A , the standard deviation of a Gaussian.
A set of medial responses taken at different discrete scales produces a multiscale response image. Normalization compensates for the decrease of intensity and of its derivatives with increasing scale. This yields a local maxima image from which the object centerline is obtained by segmentation and then thinning (Section 3.2). The resulting skeleton is composed of pieces of curves, each of them representing a piece of vessel. The size of the vessel at a point on the skeleton is proportional to the scale at which the current point has been extracted.
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Three items are introduced with respect to the original voxel coding method [26] . First, a dynamic array of voxels which collects all connected object voxels is explicitly extracted from the binary volumetric data. This array is named the object voxel chain. The ss codes of the object voxels are then obtained by simple propagation of the initially known ss code, from the head of the chain down to the tail in one operation, without resorting to a recursive mechanism. This is valuable since, for large data sets, the recursion can run very deep and cause thrashing in the management of heap memory. Second, we eliminate need of an expensive intra-path gap filling step. Third, the shortest path extraction (spe) selects the next point as the smallest ss coded 26-neighbor, instead of the smallest ss coded 6 face neighbor. Hence, the extracted path is guaranteed to be the shortest path. In addition, no self knotted segment can occur within a path.
Quantitative shape feature components such as tangent, curvature, and torsion, are estimated in a post-processing step. The two step interpolation method that preserves loyalty to the original data at the voxel level and produces good estimates of tangent, curvature and torsion of the vessel centerlines. This is achieved by running a moving average on the discrete voxel skeleton, so that these quantities can be reliably computed by finite differences. Figure 1 here A binary volumetric 3-d array is used as an input. Label '1' is assigned to all voxels that belong to a vessel, and '0' is assigned to all background points. A software package called "Display+register", freely available through anonymous ftp from the Montreal Neurological Institute (mni), has been employed to segment vessels from background tissues.
1 An automatic flood-fill-in algorithm labels all the voxels connected to a selected seed point and whose intensity values fall between a prescribed range. Figure 1 summarizes the steps and the data flow.
Distance Transform I
The Euclidean distance must be approximated to account for the discrete nature of the data such that global Euclidean distance can be computed using only local operations on integers and storage requirement can be reduced from real numbers to integers. Several metrics, and correspondingly several methods, may be used to obtain a distance map. Ordering these metrics according to increasing computation complexity and memory requirements yields: the N-neighbors, the chamfer metric, the hyper-octagonal, and the D-Euclidean [4] [4] . We use the chamfer metric (3, 4, 5) which uses 1.667 to approximate the optimal value d 2 = 1.628 and the optimal value of d 1 = 1.314 by 1.33 (see Figure 3 ). Another commonly used integer chamfer metric is (1, 2, 3), but it is less accurate.
First initialize the map so that each object voxel has an infinite distance value and so that each background voxel has a zero distance value. Zero padding is used to obtain the minimal Figure 2 here distance to edge voxels. A forward mask is then swept over the volume, starting at the upper left corner of the first front slice, from left to right, from top to bottom, and from front to back (Figure 3) . At each location, the sum of the local distance of each voxel of the mask and the value of the voxel it covers is computed. The smallest of these sums is assigned as the new value to the current voxel-the voxel covered by the (i, j) voxel of the mask. This forward pass calculates the distance between each object voxel and its nearest boundary point at its left, top and front sides. The minimum distance is then adjusted by considering the boundary at its right, bottom and back sides. This involves moving a backward mask (Figure 3 ) starting from the bottom-right voxel of the last back slice in an opposite way as for the forward mask [4] . 
Distance Transform II
The single-seeded code ss field corresponds to a second distance map which for each object voxel indicates the minimum-in-object distance to a common reference point rp. For voxels in the background, the distances to rp are all infinite. In principle, rp can be any object voxel. However, rp preferably selected to be a prominent point on the object, for example a point with the largest bs code.
The ss codes are computed layer by layer, in a forward propagation process. To make this efficient, a dynamic object-voxel-chain that contains all object voxels connected to rp is first extracted. Point rp is first extracted and set it to be a background voxel. Then, rp's object face neighbors are joined to the first surrounding layer and, similarly, those neighbours become background voxels. An object face neighbor of a voxel V is not only V's face neighbor, but also an object voxel. The number of object face neighbours of voxel V may be smaller than 6. The first surrounding layer of rp generates a second surrounding layer and so-on, until the farthest element to rp is added. The surrounding layer (l + 1) contains all the object face neighbours of each member of the surrounding layer l. All object voxels are necessarily ordered into a object-voxel-chain according to their distance to rp. If there is more than one disconnected object in the scene, then each should be associated to a different rp.
The ss codes of all voxels are initialized to infinity except that of rp, which has zero distance to itself. The ss codes for each member of the first surrounding layer of rp are calculated as the smallest of the ss codes of its object face neighbors plus one. Since all voxels have infinite ss codes except rp, all members of the first layer surrounding rp get one as their ss codes based on rp directly. Similarly a layer indexed by l get l as ss code. For each member of the object-voxel-chain, the ss coding scheme can be summarized as:
where (i, j, k) are the indices of a voxel V in the object-voxel-chain, and (i , j , k ) are those of V's face neighbours. The ss coding scheme given by Equation (1) 2, 3) . The only initially known ss code at rp is propagated efficiently from the head of the object-voxel-chain (rp) down to the tail of the chain. The object-voxel-chain has non-decreasing ss codes. The ss codes obtained so far convert the object with voxel as its basic element into an object with clusters of varying sizes as its basic elements. A cluster is a group of voxels that are connected and have the same ss code [26] . The cross section of the object is approximated by a cluster. The center of a cluster is a voxel that has the largest bs. Strictly speaking, the center of a cluster is not the gravity center of the cluster, but a good approximation of it. A cluster with a ss code that is strictly larger than that of all its neighboring clusters is called a local maximum (lm) cluster. In general lm clusters are found at the tips of branches or at the joining section of two branches that form a loop. A merging cluster is a cluster that has two or more leading clusters with the same ss code as its smallest ss coded 26-neighbours. A cluster is said to be branching when its ss code is smaller than that of at least two of its neighbours. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Skeleton Extraction
The object skeleton evolves from a raw skeleton, to a network of medial paths termed a Zskeleton, to a labeled Z-skeleton, and finally to a labeled Q-skeleton which is no longer aligned on a grid. The procedures used for these transformations are: shortest path extraction, medial point replacement, medial path gap filling, a procedure to add topological information to the Zskeleton, and finally a moving average to yield a Q-skeleton as described in the next subsections.
Raw skeleton
The lm clusters are of particular importance since they indicate the local group of voxels farthest to rp. These clusters are first extracted and their centers are ordered into a lm chain according to their decreasing ss codes. Each voxel in the lm chain defines a shortest in-object path to rp. Each of such shortest paths are skeleton branches. The number of skeleton branches is initially the size of the lm chain and then found by a shortest pass extraction procedure (spe). Each skeleton branch initially has a head, a single member of the lm chain. Then the next point is the point of smallest ss code among the 26-neighbors. This process iterates until rp is reached, it must then have the smallest ss code. A path expanded in this fashion will be guaranteed to be the shortest in-object path between a member of lm chain and rp. No self-knotted segment can occur within a branch. A shortest in-object path exists for each element in the lm chain and is routed accordingly. Branches may terminate at rp. To avoid redundant calculations, any path terminates at a voxel that has been visited by another path. Hence, a terminal voxel is always shared by two skeleton branches and the cluster to which it belongs must be a branching cluster.
For complicated objects having loops, such as some vessel systems found in the brain, the concept of merging cluster and a proper way to detect them are essential. For each voxel V j listed in a skeleton branch found by spe, the cluster C it belongs to is first found and then the 8
number of successive clusters S 1 , S 2 , · · · S k adjacent to C with the same ss code as that of its next point V j+1 on the skeleton branch are checked. If there is more than one successive cluster, then the center of those clusters that does not contain V j+1 are appended to the lm chain. Like other members of the lm chain, each of these newly appended voxels also corresponds to a skeleton branch and are routed by the spe procedure. To guarantee intra-path connectivity, the center of a merging cluster, namely voxel V j , is inserted in that skeleton branch. Here, the center of a merging cluster must be shared by two (or more) skeleton branches.
Skeleton branches starting from lm clusters and those starting from merging clusters constitute the raw skeleton of the vessel system. They are complete as since any object must be decomposed into separate parts. One first category corresponds to independent branches, characterized by lm clusters. The second category corresponds to loops (joined branches), and is characterized by merging clusters. This decomposition is complete and hence the raw skeleton extracted represents all the original parts of the underling object. The raw skeleton must be connected as well due to the sharing of the centers of branching clusters and merging clusters. As far as inter-branch connectivity is concerned, it is also guaranteed since every next point added to a branch must a 26-neighbor of its predecessor.
Network of medial paths
One remaining issue is centeredness which may not satisfied yet. It is simple to adjust the skeleton to the physical center of the underlying object by replacing each voxel of the raw skeleton-except its first and its last-by the center of its corresponding cluster. When the center contains more than one voxels, then the closest to its predecessor is used based on its bs code field. This procedure is termed medial point replacement (mpr). The mpr procedure transforms the raw skeleton into a network of medial paths.
Z-skeleton
Should connectivity be lost during medial point replacement, gaps are easily detected and filled. For a voxel V j in a medial path, if its next voxel V j+1 is not a 26-neighbor, then a gap exists. In general, the gap is just one voxel. For such cases, the missing voxel can be found by interpolation between both ends of the gap. If the gap is larger than one voxel, then the spe procedure is employed to fill it. The object-voxel-chain starts from one end of the gap and terminates at the other end of the gap to avoid collecting all the object voxels. The reference point that used to generate the ss code field is simply V j .
The skeleton so far obtained is exactly one voxel thick, connected, located at the center of the underlying object, and each branch has genus zero. The data structure for each branch includes a branch identification number, its length, and labels to describe its head and its tail. A dynamic array collects the voxels it contains, and a second array indicates the corresponding bs codes of the voxels. A third array encodes the corresponding topological labels.
Hence, the skeleton satisfies the constraints listed in Section 2 and is called a Z-skeleton since it is a set of voxels such that:
where the u p,l are the spatial grid indices of the l th voxel of the p th skeleton path, with a total of P paths each having L(p) voxels. The algorithm used to obtain the labeled Z-skeleton is outlined in Figure 5 . Figure 5 here In summary, the Z-skeleton encodes the original data in the form of a list of spatially indexed voxels. In addition, each voxel carries topological properties as well as the size of the vessel at each discrete location.
Tangent, curvature and torsion
The coarse discretization of volumetric angiograms precludes the direct use of differentiation in order to estimate shape feature components such as tangent, curvature, and let alone torsion, as in [8, 10] , even using adaptive windowing approaches similar to those of [25] , or post-filtering techniques as proposed in [16] .
A better approach is to minimize the effects of discretization by computing a skeleton which no longer is required to be aligned on a grid: a smoothed skeleton. One alternative is to compute a spline passing through all the points of the smoothed skeleton and differentiate it three times to obtain tangent, curvature, and torsion everywhere. Such procedure is not advisable since the spline would have to be a quartic at least. This would be computationally cumbersome and the interpolant could oscillate. A more effective approach is to compute a cubic spline for position and obtain the components by finite differences, which can then be interpolated linearly.
Q-skeleton
Smoothing is achieved by replacing each voxel u p,l by a point v p,l produced by a weighted average with its neighbors. An essential necessity is to guarantee that each new point v p,l be located inside the original voxel. Thus the original geometrical information contained in the segmented data is preserved.
While many filters are possible, a simple moving average filter with the mask (1, 2, 1) has been found to be quite effective. The index p is omitted since the procedure is repeated for each path.
The maximal shift may be conveniently evaluated using the infinite norm and the triangular inequality. This mask is nearly optimal in the sense that the maximal amount of shift along
Results

Actual Example
The method is applied to a real 3-d computed rotational angiography (cra) image. The size of the angiography is 360 × 330 × 420, with a grid size of 0.54 mm. The binary segmented image is 356 × 148 × 216 with 44,936 vessel voxels. There are two embedded separate vessel systems, the major has 44,758 voxels and the smaller has 178 voxels. Figure 7 is the mip display of the image, in which small vessel branches are embedded by the background and invisible to the viewer. Figure 7 here
The smoothed-skeleton superimposed on the surface display of the segmented binary image as well as the pseudo-colored display of orientation, absolute curvature and torsion can be viewed in Figure 8 . In Figure 9 , four more views of the smoothed-skeleton are shown but this time in the form of stereo pairs obtained with viewing angles that differ by 7 0 . Figure 10 shows an enlarged small section of a skeleton snaking through ten voxels. 
Synthetic Example
The same method is now applied to synthetic objects. A 128 × 128 × 128 binary volumetric image contains two such objects, synthesized by sweeping a sphere along known centerlines. One object is made of straight line segments meeting at 90 o and 45 o , and of an arc of a circle. The other is an helix of constant torsion. This results in 8652 object voxels displayed in Figure 11 as a surface rendered 3D image. Cases such as sharp angle branching, right angle branching, a loop, and independent objects are contained in this example. Figure 12 shows the corresponding smoothed-skeleton superimposed on the surface display of the reconstructed object along with the same pseudo-colored display of estimated orientation, absolute curvature, and torsion. The reconstruction results from the union of spheres centered at all the voxels of the Z-skeleton and of radii estimated by the algorithm. The objects are reasonably well reconstructed including the branches and the loop, but with imperfections at some clusters when they cannot approximate the cross section of the original object. Also notice that the skeleton extends to the very end of the original object where the reconstructed sphere radii vanish, except for the reference point situated at the bottom the left object.
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Sensitivity to boundary noise
The sensitivity to boundary noise is low owing to the fact that the basic component of an object is a cluster rather than a single voxel. This has an integration effect which reduces the sensitivity to small perturbations. The length of each skeleton path is readily available, so the resulted skeleton can be pruned from unwanted minor branches without any effect on the other portions of the skeleton.
To test the noise sensitivity a noised image obtained by randomly adding noise to the cra binary image of Figure 8 . This noised image has 113,392 additional object voxels, see Figure 13 . Visual inspection indicates that the sensitivity to the boundary noise is indeed low. 
Computational complexity
N total is the total number of data, the sum of the number of object voxels N object and of the number of background voxels N background .
The Distance Transform I scans the 3-d binary array twice to assign each object voxel a minimum distance to its nearest boundary points, yielding 2N total integer operations.
The Distance Transform II involves two steps to obtain the ss code field. The connectivity chain involves N object bookkeeping operations. Propagating the ss code for rp from the head of the connectivity chain down to its tail, also requires N object integer operations. Here each operation involves only integer summation and comparison. The overall cost is linear, on the order of N object .
The skeleton extraction procedure has 3 steps: spe mcd and cpr. Each of these steps consumes N object operations, one operation per voxel, integer comparison and dynamic appending, checking, and integer operations, respectively. The overall complexity of skeleton extraction is linear, on the order of N object .
The estimations of tangent, curvature and torsion are all linear in the total length of the skeleton paths. The cubic-spline interpolation solves (N −2) linear equations with a tridiagonal coefficient matrix, where N is the number of voxels that a path contains. Hence the cost for parameterization is linear, of the order of N object [21] .
The overall operation linearly depends on the number of object voxels, N object , except for the Distance Transform I which depends on N total . In general for angiographic images, N object N total . For example, for the image shown in Figure 8 , N object = 0.39%N total .
Conclusion and Future work
This paper has described an efficient method to extract one voxel-thick skeletons from angiographic data which have a number of desired properties for quantitative features analysis and
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display. The skeletons are complete, connected, labeled, and have low sensitivity to noisy data. A method was introduced to reduce the effects of coarse discretization. Good estimates of tangent, curvature and torsion are easily calculated from finite differences.
We are presently developing a multimodal visualization station using graphics and haptics. For example, a well-designed haptic force feedback may be used to convey to a user the sensation of depth in the projecting direction, even with planar devices [23] . As initially discussed, such depth display is cumbersome to implement graphically. Similarly, curvature and relative distance between two overlapped objects can also be displayed effectively. 
